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LT-Innovate is the Forum for Europe’s Language Technology Industry, a not-for-profit organisation representing mostly SMEs involved in developing products using intelligent content, speech and translation technologies. LT-Innovate
was founded in January 2012. As of 1 November, it gathers 115 LT suppliers in 22 countries, as well as several dozens
of other LT stakeholders. The European Language Technology industry generated an aggregate turnover of 19.3 billion € in 2011. LT is a very dynamic industry, with a yearly growth rate in excess of 10%.
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KEY MESSAGES OF THE LTi VISION
Industry:
• Mastering human language is the next big opportunity for ICT; LT is a key technology of the future.
• LT is a maturing industry; there is strong global demand for LT in mainstream products and services.
• European companies could command a larger share of the global LT industry, but need to overcome
fragmentation and market barriers.
• There is no lack of innovation in Europe; the main stumbling block is that European SMEs do not grow
beyond their national or regional linguistic islands to address European and global markets.
• Europe needs a shared language infrastructure to preserve its languages, give people and organisations
access to the Single Digital Market using their own languages, and underpin innovation in the LT industry itself.
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Market:
• Language Technology is a key building block for Social/Mobile/Global computing, and the new ICT
ecosystem; emerging Big Data and intelligent systems and services will be largely driven by LT.
• LT is a premium enabling technology for vertical solutions.
• Cloud platforms level the playing field for innovative LT suppliers and unlock the potential for ubiquitous embedding of LT across the ICT landscape.
• Intelligent interactivity using LT is a signal feature of the new mobile market.
• Consumers have demonstrated their willingness to pay for the personalised features that LT provides.
• Platforms for LT-enabled customer-centred knowledge could help reinforce the competitiveness of key
industrial demand segments in which Europe has strong positions.
• New open paradigms, language-neutral development platforms and multilingual development
resources will foster innovation and step-up the role of European LT in the global market.
Policy:
• A language-neutral Digital Single Market should be a major European policy goal; policymakers across
Europe should recognise LT as a transversal key enabling technology needed to achieve it.
• The EU should launch an open shared language technology infrastructure, or European Language Cloud.
• The European Language Cloud needs to go hand in hand with a major effort on standardisation to
ensure maximum interoperability for all players in a continent still characterised by fragmented and/ or
‘closed’ markets.
• Until there is a real “Single Market”, the EU should proactively support the “Europeanisation” of mature
SMEs.
• Horizon 2020 offers a major opportunity to boost innovation and regain competitiveness; however, this
programme needs to be geared to delivering results rather than following rules.
• To supplement Horizon 2020, the EU should launch a ‘European Co-investment Fund for Innovation’,
through which any European citizen could invest in Europe’s future.
• Public procurement should be made easily and equitably accessible to SMEs.
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1. THE LT-INNOVATE VISION
The European LT industry will build the foundation for a language-neutral European Digital Single Market
before the end of the decade, creating added value with significant impact on industrial, commercial and
social issues in the EU.
A new generation of ICT markets is emerging, with
digital products and services built on many different
types of information and content. Platforms are
mobile, applications are social, people and data are
being linked in totally new ways. Next-generation ICT
is about communicating and processing large
amounts of data based on the meaning embedded in
the data stream. Data is becoming more and more
language-dependent and communicating demands
real-time and ubiquitous translation. But it also
means that data in all languages must be richly
encoded to support the intelligent systems we will
rely on in the future.
Language Technologies (LT) help people and organisations to cross language barriers, but LT involves
much more than translation. LT will provide many of
the basic computing and interface features for nextgeneration ICT, and any language that is not LT-ready
will be highly disadvantaged.

“Connecting people and companies through
the maze of Europe's languages is one of the
most challenging barriers to achieving the
Single Digital Market. Overcoming these barriers is critical to secure Europe’s future competitiveness”.
Jochen Hummel, CEO, ESTeam
Chairman, LT-Innovate

• Mastering human language is the next big opportunity for ICT; LT is a key technology of the future.
• LT is a maturing industry; there is strong global demand for LT in mainstream products and services.
• European companies could command a larger share of the global LT industry, but need to overcome
fragmentation and market barriers.
• There is no lack of innovation in Europe; the main stumbling block is that European SMEs do not grow
beyond their national or regional linguistic islands to address European and global markets.
• Europe needs a shared language infrastructure to preserve its languages, give people and organisations
access to the Single Digital Market using their own languages, and underpin innovation in the LT industry itself.
Leaders of the European LT industry have joined forces in LT-Innovate (www.lt-innovate.eu), a new trade
association, that will help realise their contribution to Europe’s digital future, and collectively confront the
mounting global competitive pressures facing their industry.
This document sets out LT-Innovate’s strategic industry vision by:
• defining a set of shared objectives and strategic lines-of-action that will foster and guide innovation
among LT industry players across Europe;
• describing the contributions the LT industry can make to the design, organisation and implementation
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The EU-based LT industry is poised to step up and provide solutions to the new communication challenges,
and deliver the critical missing layer in the Digital Single Market. The LT-Innovate vision embodies the following key features of Europe’s digital future:

of innovation-driven research and development programmes in the EU.
LT-Innovate will measure its progress by concrete achievements and key performance indicators (KPIs). These
will assess improvement to the structure and operation of the LT industry, as well as its actual performance
in the global market. LTi will validate progress toward achieving the vision annually throughout the next
decade.

Indicators: Structure & Operation of the LT Industry
• A sound ecosystem in which a few medium-sized, world-class EU-based companies act as driving forces
for cooperation clusters and demand-driven value chains populated by competitive SMEs.
• An industry that systematically rolls out a competitive and profitable offering of innovative products
and services on a European scale, addressing the carefully identified needs of key customer constituencies and sectors.
• An industry delivering LT Services on a common infrastructure; the European Language Cloud will be
recognised as the backbone of the European response to the challenges of the global market for language-enabled products and services.
• An industry recognized as a partner by large institutional and corporate buyers.
An industry whose voice and proposals are taken into account by policy makers and institutional stakeholders.
• A healthy industry attracting investors, skilled labour and commercial allies.
• An industry aligned with leading research institutions, to create synergy, and ultimately deliver innovative products and services to the market.
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Indicators: Market Performance
• An industry showing sustained growth in sales and profits from gains in global market-share, both in
existing demand segments and from the creation of new markets.
• The European LT industry clearly established as leading suppliers for:
- key demand sectors, e.g. tourism, healthcare, publishing, education, e-commerce
- solutions covering languages spoken only in the EU, e.g. languages of the less populated EU member
states or regions
- solutions based on world languages native to Europe, e.g. English, Spanish, French
- cross-language solutions using European languages and major non-European languages, e.g. Arabic,
Chinese.
• The European LT Industry positioned as a globally significant sector and perceived as such by competitors and customers, with a clear “brand” and image.

Building Blocks to achieve the LT-Innovate Vision
• A strategy for building the industry
• A European Language Cloud infrastructure
• Customer-centred knowledge platforms in dynamic industrial demand segments
• A favourable political, legal and technological context.
Progress will be driven by LT industry leaders acting jointly through LT-Innovate to construct the future of
their own industry, inform and persuade potential customers, investors, researchers and policymakers, and
support all stakeholders who can contribute to achieving the vision.
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2. THE LANGUAGE TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY

Members of LT-Innovate address the market for Language Technology in three related segments that share
common technological roots. Intelligent Content vendors provide linguistic and knowledge tools to add business value to data of all kinds through
search, analytics and Big Data products.
Translation Technology vendors accelerate
LT-Innovate Summit 2012: Innovation Awards
and simplify multilingual content transfer
and processing through automated translaBitext Innovations (ES) - natural language understanding
tion systems and tools for human translaCall Trunk Holdings (UK) - call recording & retrieval
tors. Speech Technology vendors support
Interverbum Technology (SE) - language services
spoken input/output for all digital devices
Kwaga (FR) - smarter e-mails
and processes through speech recognition
LingleOnline (IE) - virtual learning management
and generation. These three segments are
Multilizer (FI) - multilingual content
intrinsically interlinked through their
NICE Systems (IL) - intention-based solutions
reliance on a core set of language tools and
TEMIS (FR) - semantic content enrichment
resources, making digital life and work
Textkernel (NE) - semantic search & mining
more responsive to the power, meaning
XTM International (UK) - translator tools
and diversity of human language.
Yocoy Technologies (DE) – mobile translation
3DS Exalead (FR) - semantic technologies
At the LT-Innovate Summit 2012 a number of
European LT companies showcased their
offerings, and a dozen companies were
judged by industry experts and venture capitalists as outstanding innovators. Most of these are small companies that focus on one segment of Language Technology, but several are integrating speech, text, and/or
translation applications into new product offerings illustrating the depth and breadth of European expertise
in LT.

State of the European LT Industry

• Intelligent Content. Seven European vendors were named in Gartner’s Who’s Who in Text Analytics
2012: ai-one (DE), Autonomy (UK), Expert System (IT), SAP (DE), Saplo (SE), Smartlogic (UK), Temis (DE).
SAP is market leader in analytics applications, while Enterprise search using LT was pioneered by
Autonomy (UK, acquired by HP). The leading French search and analytics company Exalead is owned by
Dassault Systèmes (FR).
• Translation Technology. The market leader in translation software is UK-based SDL (its major product
acquired from a German company), while one of the most established pioneers in Machine Translation
is Systran (FR); the most significant technological innovation in Machine Translation technology was
developed at Edinburgh University, and is being widely deployed in the global Translation Service industry, 60% of which is based in Europe.
• Speech Technology. With a dominant position in the global speech technology market, US-based
Nuance grew out of the Belgian company L&H; it has acquired many leading European speech companies, including most recently Loquendo (IT) and SVOX (CH); a significant proportion of all speech-based
solutions being implemented today are based on technology developed in Europe, and now owned by
Nuance.
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The good news: Europe has a strong scientific base in Language Technology, and no shortage of innovative
new entrants coming from that base. Market leaders in the Language Technology industry have deep
European roots:

Global LT Market 2011: €19.3Bs

Source: LT2012, LT-Innovate

However, the European industry is fragmented and
reliant on larger, more powerful players for market
access. LT-Innovate estimates that there are at least
500 European SMEs operating in the LT product
space; there are several thousand additional
European SMEs who provide LT Services within the
translation services market. This highly dispersed
landscape creates an environment for consolidation,
including acquisition of small European vendors by
major (mostly but not exclusively US) software or
service companies. At the same time, Europe has
enjoyed a steady stream of new start-ups based on
technological inventions, and the industry is populated by a profusion of spinoffs from European university research.

Based on the number of European actors in pure
technology, Intelligent Content companies dominate,
driven by the recent interest in solving Big Data problems. Services are concentrated in Translation
Technology. The European speech industry is so depleted (by acquisitions) that the remaining players are
concentrated in core technology and niche languages, though they are operating in more innovative areas
of the market.
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The three segments of the LT industry are converging as
market leaders move beyond industry silos toward hybrid
applications that combine intelligence, multilinguality and
speech, a trend that opens new opportunities for European
players. Advanced Speech Technology is combined with
Intelligent Content tools to enable personable, conversational intelligent agents. Translation Technology is combined with Speech Technology for “talking translators” or
with Intelligent Content tools to enable cross-language
searching for content and media. Subtitling and dubbing are
both being automated. Enterprises can track their reputations or their customers’ attitudes in many languages and
locales using multi-language analytics.
Many of the emerging hybrid LT applications depend on
new engineering approaches and new business models. The
challenge for the European LT industry is to develop products and services that respond to the computing and communication needs of next-generation ICT. Combining its scientific excellence with first-mover advantage in emerging
areas, the European LT industry has potential to grow new
companies and more stable players capable of sustainable
longer term market presence. But to do so will require a
more coordinated approach to the commercialisation of LT
in Europe.
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LT Market: Software &
Services

Source: LT2012, LT-Innovate

Size of the LT Industry
The current global market for Language Technology software and services is nearly €20B, and is predicted to
grow to nearly €30B by 2015 with CAGR of 11.4%, making it one of the fastest growing software markets.
Key aspects of the market:
• Intelligent Content Technology is being rolled out much faster in the US than elsewhere, but is forecast
to grow slower than the other two segments globally, in part because technologies to handle languages
other than English are less developed.
• Europe has a dominant position in the Translation Technology segment because it is driven by human
translation services, where Europe is a market leader; translation is the fastest growing segment.
• Europe has a relatively weak Speech Technology market, primarily because the underlying technology
is not as well developed for European languages.
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Translation Technology is the largest segment of the LT sector, growing to half the total industry (€15B) by
2015. Two-thirds of the top 100 vendors in the “globalisation industry” (which encompasses human translation as well as technology) are European, and half of global Translation Technology revenues are currently
earned in Europe. There are several thousand companies offering Translation Technology services (managing terminology, translation memories, machine translation) combined with human translation, many of
them micro-enterprises but including a significant number with revenues over €50M.
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3. LANGUAGE TECHNOLOGY AS A DRIVER OF INNOVATION

The New ICT Ecosystem: Social/Mobile/Global Computing
A new ICT ecosystem is rapidly evolving, based on wide-scale connectivity for mobile access and social computing via remote cloud services, generating and using vast volumes of digital information. The general trend
is toward unification - of communication, access, and the user experience. The Social/Mobile revolution
takes Globalisation to the next level. No longer concentrated purely in B2B interactions, globalisation is now
B2Cas well as G2C (government-to-citizen), and in a profound sense C2C (embedded in consumer, or citizen,
networks) crossing barriers of geography and promising a language-neutral digital economy and society.

Trends by the numbers: the next two years
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The following key trends will reshape the LT industry:
• In 2012 digital content will grow to 2.7 zettabytes, up almost 50% from 2011, on its way to 8ZB by 2015.
Big Data technologies, tools, and services that turn this information overload to information gains are
the next opportunity for competitive advantage, and LT is a core Big Data technology.
• Within 24 months, the number of intelligent communicating devices on global networks will outnumber traditional computing devices by almost 2 to 1, with “intelligence” largely driven by LT. This will
change the way people think about interacting with each other, and with their devices.
• A growing number of ICT solutions will be built on the next-generation platforms producing high-value,
vertically-focused solutions. LT is premium enabling technology for vertical solutions, as it employs
semantically rich domain knowledge.
The packaged-software model is becoming obsolete; over 80% of new apps will be distributed/deployed
on clouds. Legacy packaged enterprise apps will start migrating to clouds, but the race for innovation is
not necessarily dominated by legacy global software suppliers. Cloud platforms level the playing field
for innovative LT suppliers.
• Cloud services spending will hit $60 billion, growing at 26%. This is still less than 10% of IT spending,
but with over 50% of customers transitioning to the cloud, the huge strategic impact of cloud competencies is obvious. Amazon Web Services will join the $1 billion IT cloud services club and Google
Enterprise is right behind; initially add-on, non-strategic business for these disruptors, the opportunity
for innovative cloud platforms is wide open. Cloud platforms unlock the potential for ubiquitous embedding of LT across the ICT landscape.
• Spending on mobile devices will grow 23%, driving 43% of IT growth; a mobile strategy is priority number one for all industry players in 2012. Mobile device spending will exceed PC spending, growing 4
times as fast. Intelligent interactivity using LT is a signal feature of the new mobile market.
• Mobile data services will exceed fixed data, growing over twice as fast. Mobile operators are on the
front lines of mobile-device-driven opportunities; a sustainable model for funding network growth will
demand new-generation services. Consumers have demonstrated their willingness to pay for the personalised features LT delivers.
• Over 700 million smart phones and tablets will ship in 2012, a jump of 34%, nearing double PC shipments. This growing advantage in volumes is a major attraction for developers and a key factor in the
PC-versus-mobile device war. Establishing LT-based dominance on mobile devices (speech interfaces,
intelligent assistants, language translation, semantic awareness of location, context) is a strategic position in this war.
• In 2012, 1.5 million mobile apps will be available, over 15 times the number of PC apps. Amazon’s Kindle
Fire will gain a nearly 20% share of media tablets, and the number of Android apps will finally exceed
those for Apple’s iOS. The iPad will still dominate (62% share), but serious branded competition is arriv-
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ing. This is a test of the power of “open” versus “closed” environments, still a close call in 2012. Open
platforms for LT-enabling could shift the power dynamics in this market.
• 85 billion mobile apps will be downloaded in 2012, an increase of 122%; the 8% of mobile apps that are
paid for will generate more revenue than mainframes. Competition between today’s mobile app platforms and stores can be disrupted, as 15% of new mobile apps launched in 2015 will be based on
HTML5 and developers try to bypass native OS fragmentation and distribution handcuffs. New open
paradigms, language-neutral development platforms and multilingual development resources could
foster disruption, particularly in Europe.

Language Technology is a key building block for Social/Mobile/Global computing.
The hallmarks of next-generation ICT will be mobile connectivity and service unification across devices and
platforms, with features common to both business and consumer users. Unified Communication will enable
users to experience the social, communicative features of ICT through integrated messaging, conferencing,
collaborating, content- and data-sharing based on “presence” information, intelligent applications, translation systems and speech technology. Unified Communication is cross-platform, multi-modal and multilingual.
Unified Information Access will remove barriers to the access, use and understanding of information using
highly scalable platforms that integrate large volumes of unstructured, semi-structured, and structured
information into a unified environment for processing, analysis and decision-making. Unified Information
Access will be built on hybrid architectures that combine database, search, reporting, visualisation and translation technologies. Intelligent multilingual tools support Unified Information Access in any language, and
across languages.

The robustness of the mobile market is driving the evolution of the new ecosystem. Smartphone shipments
overtook PC shipments for the first time in 2011; growth in the mobile market is remarkable and the rise of
mobile devices has fundamentally altered the computing experience. The always-on internet connection in
consumers’ pockets has spurred enormous growth in web usage, changed the way people shop, and
increased content consumption. Mobility is driving applications software and data into the Cloud, reducing
location dependency, increasing the need for “presence” data (who is where, doing what, in what context).
Social media represents a paradigm shift with enormous consequences for consumer-facing business, moving from channelled experiences and brand-controlled messages to empowered consumers in a channelagnostic marketplace. Consumers moved from browsing portals to interacting with the Web using search
(e.g. from Yahoo to Google), but another shift is underway: time spent using search is hardly growing at all,
while time spent on social networks increased 50% in 2011 (e.g. from Google to Facebook). For many users,
social media has already replaced email. Soon, more than half of all retail transactions will be influenced by
the web. Ninety per cent of consumers now trust peer recommendations online, compared to only 14% who
trust advertising. This is driving social commerce in all areas of online business. The same dynamics are at
play in citizen-facing systems for the public sector, even in the delivery of healthcare and other social services.
Social media yields social data, where customer conversations create an insight-rich goldmine for business-
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Standardised user interfaces will give way to a Unified User Experience that is customised, personalised, and
“contextual”; online and offline experiences will converge through the use of mobile, Internet of things, Near
Field Communications, social and hyper-connectivity, and ubiquitous connection to social networks, using
social browsers or navigating from within applications. Intelligent personal assistants, with naturalistic voices and able to speak many languages, will mediate between users and their devices and data. The Unified
User Experience is based on natural and convenient interaction with machines and processes, in any language.

es, or any organisation that interacts with the public. New transformational customer-centric organisations
are emerging; capturing the full value of social data takes place across an entire organisation, often requiring cultural changes. Social data can drive change beyond marketing, impacting sales, customer service, and
product development. Internal and external Enterprise social initiatives are designed and evaluated in relation to the larger context of business goals, and the new ICT ecosystem is affecting almost every type of business and organisation.
The rapid expansion of the Internet itself – with approximately 2.3 billion people online - combined with the
mobile/social/global paradigm shift, are driving digital information volumes off the map. The amount of digital information created and replicated surpassed 1.8 zettabytes (1.8 trillion gigabytes) in 2011, growing by a
factor of 9 in just five years. While 75% of digital information is generated by individuals, enterprises have
some liability for 80% of that information at some point in its digital life. The number of “files” or containers
that encapsulate digital information is growing even faster than the information itself as more and more
embedded systems generate digital data. The amount of information individuals create themselves — writing documents, taking pictures, downloading music, etc. — is far less than the amount of information being
created about them.
The growth of digital information continues to outpace the growth of storage capacity; a gigabyte of stored
content can generate a petabyte or more of transient data that is typically not stored (e.g., digital TV signals
we watch but don’t record, voice calls that are made digital in the network backbone for the duration of a
call). The cost of creating, capturing, managing, and storing information is one-sixth of what it was in 2005,
yet since then the annual investment by enterprises in digital technology has increased 50% to $4 trillion
spent on hardware, software, services, and staff to create, manage, store, and derive revenues from digital
data.
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This explosion of digital information has given rise to the concept of “Big Data”, which IDC defines as a new
generation of technologies and architectures designed to extract value economically from very large volumes of a wide variety of data by enabling high-velocity capture, discovery and/or analysis. According to a
2012 IDC survey the main focus of Enterprise Big Data projects will be analysis of operational data, online
customer data, sales transactions data, and machine or device data; and service innovation based on Big
Data. This is creating huge opportunity for companies that supply the tools to harness and make use of digital information.
New capture, search, discovery, and analysis tools, almost all enabled with LT features, can help organizations gain insights from their unstructured data (text, voice recordings and transcriptions), which accounts
for more than 90% of digital information. These tools can create data about data, or metadata, which is
growing twice as fast as the digital universe as a whole. Business Intelligence tools (a $35B global market)
increasingly are dealing with real-time data, from charging auto insurance premiums based on where people drive, to routing power through the intelligent grid, or changing marketing messages on the fly based on
social networking responses. The ability to manage and process this tsunami of data across the world’s languages is one of the biggest challenges in the new ICT ecosystem, and one for which LT is a critical enabling
technology.

Innovation in the New ICT Ecosystem
The explosive growth of mobile and social platforms is driving the consumerisation of ICT, as new technologies replace old and companies use them to gain competitive and process-performance benefits. The proliferation of consumer devices is the biggest trigger for Enterprise adoption of unified communication solutions. Wireless connectivity is replacing wired; mobile, multi-modal devices are replacing desktop devices;
“Dual Persona” mobile devices are replacing separate personal and business mobile devices. Text messaging
and automated proactive notification/alerts are replacing phone calls, UC is replacing telephony. Process-toperson contacts are replacing person-to-person contacts; online self-service apps are replacing customer
service phone calls; mobile apps are replacing online self-service apps.
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Innovation in the New ICT Ecosystem

Adapted by LT-Innovate from The New ICT Ecosystem:
Implications for Policy and Regulsations, Fransman, Cambridge
University Press, 2010

There is a significant shift in ICT
architectures driven by these
trends: hardware functions are
being replaced by pure software;
Cloud-based applications are
replacing premise and device
based software; managed services
are replacing IT resources. Cloud
computing solutions — both public
and private and a combination of
the two known as hybrid — provide enterprises with economies of
scale, agility, and flexibility compared with traditional IT environments, and enable them to address
the complexity of Big Data and the
need for integration and unification of systems. Cloud computing is
driving the consumption of IT as a
service in the Social/Mobile/Global

world.

As of 2012, the dominant new
ecosystem platforms are
geared directly to Social (e.g.
Socialytics & the Consumerisation of the Enterprise
Facebook),
Mobile
(e.g.
iPhone, Android) and Global
(e.g. Google Search/Translate)
computing. Even the definitive
“search platform”, on which
Google has built a $38B business, is being challenged by
the new platforms, some of
which Google is also developing. Underneath this layer of
Platform/Apps/Data lies the
connectivity infrastructure for
the new ecosystem, but while
Network
Operators
and
Equipment Suppliers are core
elements of the ecosystem,
less innovation is occurring in
Source: IDC
the infrastructure layers.
Boosting innovation at the network layer is an important
challenge for maintaining healthy competition.
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The new ecosystem is centred on platforms, applications, and data as the maturing Internet makes the hardware/packaged-software ecosystem obsolete. Platforms are frameworks from which applications are developed and launched, with well-defined access points and rules and on which other players can build applications and services; just as hardware Operating Systems created market dominance in the old ecosystem, so
will platforms in the new.

Applications in the new ecosystem are emerging, many still at the consumer “long tail” stage of development, and the age of on-site IT using licensed Enterprise software is far from over. But the impact of the new
ecosystem on Enterprise software markets is already clear. Social business processes are being defined for
next-generation applications.
All major global software vendors are developing cloud strategies, and being directly challenged by new
entrants. Salesforce.com, whose Customer Relationship Management (CRM) application revolutionised this
market and brought sophisticated sales management to companies of all sizes, started as a pure play CRM
SaaS vendor, but has evolved into a complete Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) company, and has launched a
“Marketing Cloud Ecosystem” partnering with (among others) small European social analytics companies
including Bitext (ES), LinguaSys (DE), OpenAmplify (UK/SE), and The SelfService Company (UK/NE).
Salesforce promotes its Social Marketing Cloud as “the world’s first unified social marketing suite”.
Salesforce.com’s disruption in the Enterprise software market is not unlike Amazon.com’s in the retail sector.
New-generation PaaS offerings provide market access for small, specialist companies that would otherwise
struggle for visibility to customers, analogous in some ways to the opportunities for micro-retailers on sites
like Amazon or eBay. Expanding the range and scope of platforms that can carry semantics, analytics, speech
and translation products is an important challenge for the European LT industry.
While new platforms give market access to niche LT players, the global software vendors are acquiring such
companies to build out their own Enterprise offerings and to enable their own emerging platform plays. The
most visible example, HP’s acquisition of UK-based intelligent search company Autonomy, was unique only
because of its size; the only other LT-oriented pure play that has reached a comparable size is Nuance in the
speech segment.
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But smaller European companies are being picked off: the Dutch semantic search company Q-go is now part
of Oracle; UK intelligence analytics firm i2 is now part of IBM; Loquendo, the speech company spawned by
Telecom Italia, is now part of Nuance; Spain’s NeoMetrics Analytics is now part of Accenture; the speech
search engine of UK-based Aurix is now part of Avaya.
Similar acquisitions of small US LT companies by US software giants is even more common. IBM alone has
invested $14B in analytics acquisitions in the last five years and expects to achieve $16B in analytics sales by
2015. Nuance has acquired literally dozens of companies to build its market-leading portfolio of speech and
natural-language understanding offerings. Not all acquisitions are going to the US: Dassault Systèmes has
acquired the French intelligent search company Exalead; Experian, the global information services group
based in Dublin, bought the UK speech-verification company 192business; OnMobile (spinoff of the Indian
IT services giant Infosys) acquired the French speech company Telisma, and Wolters Kluwer acquired the US
special-domain semantics company Health Language Inc..
Alongside these shifts in the applications market, the value of data has a growing impact. Salesforce.com has
acquired small companies that add social commerce, social-contact and text mining features, creating a parallel business unit called Data.com. As platforms and applications built on them are being reconfigured, data
will drive innovation in much of the ecosystem, and managing the Big Data that flows from the
mobile/social/global web itself is just the beginning. Data (big, or not so big) is becoming crucial to innovation, such as geographical data (for mapping, geolocation, navigation, etc.,) which is already embedded in
the new ecosystem. Access to and control of data about particular things (i.e. “domain” data), rather than
Big Data in general, will confer competitive advantage in the emerging ICT ecosystem.
Transformational entrepreneurship will increasingly come from the intersection of engineering, design, and
domain expertise. Deep knowledge about a particular field or industry makes it possible to apply known
techniques in new fields to create new value. In the era of semantics – knowing and understanding the
meaning of the data that flows around the digital universe – Language Technology is essential for innova-
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tion, and is driving the fast evolution of Social/Mobile/Global computing. With its close links to human
knowledge, its ability to understand and interpret meaning in speech and text, LT is keystone technology for
the new ICT ecosystem.

Opportunities for LT in the New Ecosystem
Crossing the Language Barrier
The potential is for a 500 million customers integrated Single (and language neutral) Digital Market instead
of a series of fragmented markets, not bigger than 70/80 million customers in a few best cases. Companies
that operate successfully across the EU have well-developed language strategies using cost-effective services, but these are generally not affordable for SMEs who do not benefit from economies of scale. Relatively
few of these smaller companies take advantage of the business opportunities implicit in global, multilingual
information management.
The language landscape in which businesses operate is complex, and changing. There are 60+ languages spoken in Europe and 23 official languages in the EU. Website localisation is a key enabler for the integrated digital market. The automation of both the localization process, and the translation function, are absolutely
essential to making websites multilingual as, beyond the simplest level, manual solutions are unsustainable.
Yet due to the cost and complexity of the process, very few European online shopping sites are localised.
82% of European online shops are published in a single language; 11% offer two languages, and only 2% publish in five or more languages. None could be considered fully multilingual.

LT is THE enabling technology for overcoming these barriers to international trade both within the EU, and
beyond, and the barriers are particularly high for SMEs. Whether the technology to overcome those barriers, such as translation automation, will come from European research is a significant competitive issue for
the European LT industry.
LT in the Recovering Global ICT Market
These changes in the structure of the ICT market are happening simultaneously with the disruptions of a
global economy in, or recovering from, recession. The global ICT market contracted in 2009, rebounded in
2010, and has since been growing more slowly than pre-recession rates; an estimated $US 1.5 Trillion (thousand Billion) in sales was lost during the recession.
However, some segments of the ICT market, such as embedded systems for smart phones, tablets, eReaders,
military communication devices, medical devices, and connected car systems, have been more resilient than
others. According to IDC the total embedded systems market already generates $1T, and will double in size
by 2015. Much of this growth will be propelled by more sophisticated, cloud-connected embedded systems,
which will have faster chips, better connectivity and more advanced operating systems and analytical software, what IDC calls “intelligent systems”; a third of all embedded systems will be “intelligent” by 2015.
The mobile device market is the largest consumer electronics market in the world; it is subject to huge inno-
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The EU is a culturally diverse and fragmented market, both on- and offline. According to Eurobarometer surveys, the cross-border potential of EU retail e-commerce is not being fully exploited; 51% of EU27 retailers
sell via the internet, but only 21% support cross-border transactions. While 30% of EU citizens have purchased online, only 7% have purchased from a retailer in another Member State. Businesses most likely to
be involved in cross-border retailing are medium and medium-large retail enterprises, with a limited number of outlets in other Member States and with existing language capabilities. Over half of Europeans who
have come across advertisements from other EU countries have also made a cross-border purchase.
Unfortunately, however, a majority of Europeans (55%) have never come across advertisements or offers
from sellers/providers located in other EU countries. Two-thirds of EU consumers would not buy a product
or service online unless it is offered in his or her native language.

% change in Global ICT Spending

Global ICT Spending $ US T

declined in 2009, recovered 2010

unrealised sales during the recession:$ US 1.5T

Source : IHS Global Insight for WISTA, Digital Planet 2010

vation in multiple different areas. In order to remain competitive, OEMs, carriers, software vendors, and silicon providers must remain in tune with this rapidly changing market. Major innovation is centred around
the UI with emphasis on innovative solutions such as gesture, speech, and facial recognition. Security, displays, connectivity solutions, and sensors are also areas of high innovation.
Worldwide smart-phone shipments passed a new milestone during the third quarter of 2012, with total shipments surpassing 1 billion units, forecast to reach the second billion within three years (according to Strategy
Analytics) and experiencing annual revenue growth of 25%/year according to TechNavio. Growth in automotive telematics, which already overlaps with the smart-phone market, e.g. sharing platforms and software,
is even faster estimated at 33%/year. Tablet and eReader sales, boosted in part by the increasing adoption
of eLearning technology, are growing at 21%/year.
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The overall Enterprise software market is less robust, predicted to grow an average of 4.5%/year between
2011-2015 according to IDC; IT services are even less strong, growing at around 2% CAGR, not least because
on-site IT service revenues are declining due to the rise of Cloud. As with the overall market, some segments
of software are also growing much faster than others, in response to the trends outlined earlier.
The fastest growth is in the Big Data software and services market, which is currently expanding at 38%/year,
forecast to be worth €13B globally by 2015 according to IDC.
The exceptional growth rate for Big Data reflects the fact that it is a new software category, and the strategic needs of Enterprise to manage the data deluge. Other key software categories where LT is driving market growth include:
• Business Analytics (including Business Intelligence, Data Warehousing platforms, analytics applications)
- 12% growth, to €36B globally by 2015
• Customer Relationship Analytics (part of the Customer Experience Management market with strong
growth driven by social data) - 11% growth, to €2.6B
• Search & Discovery (Enterprise search is flat, most of the growth is in Unified Information Access platforms and applications built on them for particular business domains) - 7% growth, to €2.4B
• Content Management (including capture/image, content/records, web/digital assets management) 9% growth, to €4.8B.
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The on-demand, cloud-based share of these markets is growing much faster, estimated by TechNavio to be
17% over the period 2011-2015.
Language Technology is being taken up at an accelerating rate within the fastest growing segments of the
ICT market.

Challenges for the European LT Industry
There is already significant global spending for Language Technology, which will grow as the ICT market
evolves toward next-generation platforms and services. While the identifiable market for LT is non-trivial, its
impact will be greater than its direct revenue. Every sector will rely on LT at some level to remain competitive – to manage the data tsunami, to enable cross-border trade, to engage with customers (and citizens)
flexibly and responsibly through their multiple digital devices. LT is, in fact, a pivotal technology for the future
of the European digital economy and society.
In spite of its dominance in the translation services market, Europe has only 37% of the global LT market
overall. Opportunities exist for European LT vendors to:
• Secure and even increase their share of the global Translation Technology market through accelerated
development of automated translation solutions embedded in advanced platforms, delivered through
a wider variety of channels to a broader range of customers.
• Increase their share of the global Intelligent Content market, and create new European market segments, by expanding the languages addressed for intelligent search, big data analytics and semantics,
and developing advanced applications in a full set of European languages.
• Increase their share of the global Speech Technology market, and create new European market segments by enabling new interface solutions (for customer service, mobile and robotic devices) in all the
languages of Europe.

Translation Technology is emerging from its niche status as a set of tools for professional translators, into
mainstream multilingual application environments. In spite of the pervasive use of technology in this segment, the vast majority of revenues are still earned from human translation. Growth in the segment will be
driven by more automated translation solutions, and their use in an expanded range of environments, on
social and mobile platforms. While European companies lead in human translation services, Europe and the
US compete more evenly in the sale of translation tools and products; developments in Asia are posing a
serious challenge, most notably from new companies in China and Southeast Asia; Japan has had a strong
Machine Translation industry for many years.
Technological innovation, and new business models, promise to transform the Translation segment in the
next five years. The capacity of Europe’s translation industry to sustain its market leadership will depend
entirely on its ability to innovate in the development and delivery of technology. Innovative European vendors are applying their LT capabilities in new application areas such as content and information management
and building new generations of statistical machine translation engines adapted for specific domains; established machine translation vendors are creating hybrid engines that are better adapted to market opportunities.
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Intelligent Content applications are generally built on (or within) existing mainstream software environments and solutions. Because the US dominates these channels to market through its strong global software
industry, it also currently dominates the Intelligent Content market. But this dominance is not guaranteed
for the future as enterprise software migrates to cloud services, consumerisation of IT matures, and new
platforms for new types of information-based services emerge. The opportunity to build multilingual platforms for next-generation services could drive significant growth for the European LT sector, revitalising
existing sectors and creating new industries for Europe.
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Speech Technology is emerging on new platforms, notably mobile, giving this segment a new lease of life,
while the application of analytics to speech data has brought the technology into new areas of the enterprise. Strong dominance of speech recognition will eventually be balanced with other applications including
speaker recognition and speech generation. However, the Speech Technology market is distorted by the
extremely large market share held by one US vendor that has acquired many of the leading European companies. European developers are innovating in less established areas of the segment such as speech generation, e.g. with highly naturalistic voices and “voice clones”. Of the three LT segments, speech is Europe’s
weakest area. Speech systems are particularly reliant on underlying tools and resources for specific languages; a key competitive challenge for the highly multilingual EU is provision of good quality speech
engines, and speech resources, for all languages in the Union.
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4. A STRATEGY FOR BUILDING THE INDUSTRY

To evolve from the current situation of lack of critical mass towards a clearly recognizable industrial identity, the European LT industry needs a vision and a strategy, agreed upon by the senior management of
European LT vendor companies. This strategy should cover the main areas of collective effort: market development, innovation in LT industry offerings and business models, new forms of partnering to develop
European-scale products and services, enabling government policies and support programmes, and the
information and communication support resources to be deployed. It must articulate a set of collective
actions related to/aimed at:
• Promoting the industry as a whole in the most promising target markets;
• Building the case in favour of a language-neutral single digital content and communication market in
Europe;
• Developing strategic and tactical alliances within the industry, based on language and/or technology
domain, customer type/market segment (as appropriate) to address the most compelling market
opportunities;
• Supporting portfolio pooling and productisation to allow European LT companies to stand a better
chance in global markets;
• Sharing knowledge, leveraging the usage of key resources/infrastructures/tools, and pooling complementary skills/capacities for market development;
• Supporting the public policy-making process and influencing all relevant high-level policy documents,
regulations and support programmes that affect the LT sector and its markets;
• Monitoring the LT industry progress towards The Vision using appropriate indicators.

• LT buyers in the most promissing market segments (healthcare, knowledge, government, security,
finance, publishing, tourism, automotive telematics, etc.) to explore future innovation scenarios
together;
• The LT research community to drive coordinated lobbying actions (at both EC and Member-State level)
regarding issues such as infrastructure, technology transfer or intellectual property rights; while identifying existing technology building blocks and research results to be transferred to market actors;
• The Venture Capital and investment community at large, to seek out a more diversified financial base
for LT SMEs;
• Specialized clusters of SMEs, by advocating public and private incentives for the “Europeanisation” of
mature national SMEs and support for innovative forms of trans-European cooperation between SMEs
to overcome the fragmented market.
Finally, there is a substantial role to be assumed by the LT industry in developing a recognisable leadership
in innovation-driven R&D&I initiatives and projects. This will involve:
• Identifying functional gaps between customers needs and existing LT offerings;
• Closing these gaps by developing innovation projects led by LT vendors and aimed at delivering the next
generation of LT solutions;
• Guiding researchers in helping solve these problems and, when needed, translating the problems
encountered in the course of innovation into new research challenges;
• Promoting a specifically LT industry vision on innovation in technology transfer mechanisms;
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Strategic collaboration must extend beyond the boundaries of the LT vendor community so that cooperative
links can be forged with other stakeholders. These include:
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• Providing guidelines, specifications and industry-specific metrics for innovation performance measurement.
• Promoting a large-scale, wide-scope, integrated and industry-driven R&D&I initiative under the EU’s
Horizon 2020 Programme.
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5. A EUROPEAN LANGUAGE CLOUD

LT-Innovate believes that a language-neutral Digital Single Market is unlikely to arise from market forces
alone. Today, citizens communicating in smaller-community languages cannot access the full-range of digital offerings. So far, game changing analytics technologies only work well for English; translation engines only
handle “major” languages effectively, and speech generation technologies simply do not exist for many
European (and other) languages. The
European Commission, through DG CONNECT, has recently taken the initiative to
propose a Multilingual Digital Service
Value Flows through the Ecosystem
Infrastructure as a key component of the
Connecting Europe Facility, the proposed
instrument to promote growth through
investment in transport, energy and ICT
links. LT-Innovate welcomes this initiative
as a major enabler that will fill an important gap in the EU’s Digital Agenda. (See the
Statement of LT-Innovate’s Chairman on the
Connecting Europe Facility, 24 October
2012.)

The goal of the Multilingual Digital Service Infrastructure or European Language Cloud, as LT-Innovate would
prefer to call it, should be to ease and speed up the deployment of multi-language and cross-language services supporting all European languages. European integration and business internationalisation are the main
drivers pushing towards a Digital Single Market, which itself requires effective solutions for accessing and
exchanging information, goods and services in Europe’s many languages.
The European Language Cloud would bring down considerably the costs of cross-border products and services and allow all Europeans to interact seamlessly across the 1 billion+ market of speakers of European languages. This would be a major opportunity for the European economy and society, and create many new
jobs. This platform should also be capable of supporting the languages of our major trading partners, so as
to ready European companies for the global marketplace.
New platforms, content, and applications are the key “layers” of the next generation of ICT markets (built on
top of new network infrastructure and operations). Platforms are emerging for all segments of LT. But
although there are no dominant players (e.g. comparable to Microsoft Windows for the PC), there are certainly a number of leaders. A shared, open language technology infrastructure for the industry could be a
game-changer providing services to suppliers and operators of public and private online services, and hosting multi-language facilities and components that can be used to build, customise and operate multi-national services of common interest.
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LT-Innovate agrees with the European
Parliament’s Draft Report on the
Connecting Europe Facility that “in the
telecoms sector, financial aid should primaSource: LT2012, LT-Innovate
rily be targeted at projects that will generate demand for broadband, including the
building of a European digital service infrastructure (including, underlines the EP, multilingual resources) which should in turn stimulate investments in
broadband network deployment”.

The creation and running of this infrastructure could be implemented within the context of the policy instruments proposed by the EC for building up the Single Digital Market (i.e. the Connecting Europe Facility and
the Horizon 2020 programme).
The LT industry can best cooperate in this initiative by:
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• organising co-operative projects to develop common language resources for the Cloud (enticing
resource owners to pool them and fill in the gaps);
• building generic services/middleware, language resources, content management & aggregation tools
into links to broadband networks through the Connect Europe Facility;
• promoting common standards and open-source resources and software as the basis for value-added
products and services;
• forging strong partnerships between telecom operators, innovators and content/data owners.
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6. CUSTOMER-CENTRED KNOWLEDGE PLATFORMS IN DYNAMIC INDUSTRIAL DEMAND
SEGMENTS
For LT-Innovate, creating a European Language Cloud infrastructure should be the top priority, as it will be
both a transversal enabler and powerful market integrator.
Much of the value of products and services in the new ICT ecosystem will be in vertically-focused solutions
(or industry specific customer-centric knowledge platforms. Building out those solutions — for example in
healthcare, energy, government, tourism, financial services or retail — is accelerating in 2012, leaving by the
wayside any IT providers that cannot handle vertical competencies.
LT-Innovate has identified a group of industries/economic sectors, that because of their global leadership
and/or their heavy weight in the European economy, are clear targets for the LT industry, as they display a
wide range of needs that can best be met by language-related business solutions. The global competitiveness of sectors in which Europe has a strong stake
will be reinforced through the deployment of language-neutral (hence cross-border) “Customer-centred Knowledge Platforms” empowered by language
technologies and language-based analytics.
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LT-Innovate believes that a major opportunity in the
new ICT Ecosystem will reside in the development and
supply of LT-empowered data, applications and development platforms of European scale for some of
these vertical industries/economic sector. Examples of
types of data, applications and platforms that could
be developed include:
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7. A FAVOURABLE POLITICAL, LEGAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL CONTEXT

LT-Innovate will explore the needs and opportunities with these vertical industries/economic sectors through
a series of Innovation Partnering Focus Group’ throughout 2013. The objective of the Focus Groups will be
to identify and specify potential innovation projects.
External conditions inevitably affect the LT industry, especially the political and legal context. Although LT
industry players cannot make decisions in this regard, there are many ways the industry can and must
inform, support and influence policy-makers.
In the foreseeable future, the LT industry, represented by LT-Innovate, will collaborate with policymakers,
particularly at EU level, in pursuance of the following goals:

Establishing LT as a transversal key enabling technology
Far from being niche technologies, LT is even more strategically relevant and important for Europe than
Cloud Computing, for example. One of its key roles will be in enriching and leveraging Big Data. The Digital
Single Market for content, the Future Internet, and trans-European services will all depend on the translation technology component of LT to help overcome language barriers, which is why LT is currently being reappraised as key enabling technology for a multilingual continent like Europe. The LT industry will encourage
the EU to continue re-examining the position of LT in its policy documents and programmes.

Implementing the ‘European Language Cloud’
The European Commission should launch the European Language Cloud (ELC). This can be achieved either
through the Connecting Europe Facility or another instrument, and will act as a major enabler of European
integration. It will help close an important gap in the Digital Agenda and create an important partner for
Europeana and/or the European Open Data portals (DG Connect). LT-Innovate sees the creation of the ELC
as the single most important step in securing the digital future for all European languages and in galvanising
the European economy by creating an infrastructure for European language-neutral content applications and
services. (See the META-NET White Paper and press release “At Least 21 European Languages in Danger of
Digital Extinction”.)
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Boosting LT standardisation
The European Language Cloud (ELC) could also have a catalysing effect on the fragmented language technology landscape and result in greater Europe-wide standardisation of LT resources, products and services.
European-scale projects delivering industry specific “customer-centric knowledge platforms” could then plug
into the ELC and contribute to further standardisation. Finally, efforts currently under way in standardisation
bodies could benefit from these developments and be further encouraged by public procurement requiring
solutions based on international or European standards.
Standards are required at various levels in the global hardware and software environment to ensure smooth
connectivity and interoperability in a complex world of competing IT products. Rather than paying the role
of a standards body, ELC will focus its energies on ensuring interoperability for all players between all systems involved in providing resources, services, and products. It will deploy and apply the most practical and
advantageous standards used in various IT industries, covering networks, platforms, content exchange,
translation resources, speech interfacing and more. It will also engage in continual dialogue with all standards-setting bodies to ensure the simplest pathway to applying useful standards in real-world settings.
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Making a success of Horizon 2020
The META-NET Strategic Research Agenda (META-NET Strategic Research Agenda for Multilingual Europe
2020) provides a valuable set of indications with regard to medium- to long-term technology breakthroughs
in the field of LT. LT-Innovate seeks to contribute to META-NET’s vision by providing a complementary
demand-driven vision, based on LT industry customers’ needs and expectations. From these demand-driven
scenarios, LT-Innovate will derive innovation opportunities, which in-turn will require research input. Thus,
by converging from opposite ends, LT-Innovate and META-NET will identify the key LT R&D&I challenges and
opportunities for the next decade.
The proposed Council Decision establishing the Specific Programme Implementing Horizon 2020 (see Annex
1, Section II - Industrial Technologies 1.1.4) identifies LT as key enabler for innovation. LT-Innovate strongly supports this view, as expressed in our March 2012 Position Paper on “The State and Evolution of the
Language Industries to 2020 and their Role in Horizon 2020”. Furthermore, calls for LT to be recognised as
playing a key transversal role in supporting many European policy objectives - Future Internet, Digital Single
Market for content, trans-European services, etc.. LT-Innovate also emphasises that LT can help address
Societal Challenges by safeguarding multilingualism and removing obstacles to inclusion.
In LT-Innovate’s view, Horizon 2020 is a major opportunity for Europe to boost its innovation potential and
regain its global competitiveness. But to be successful, future R&D&I should be funded within realistic valuechain based innovation scenarios driven by commercial players and the implementation of future funding
programmes should focus more on achieving results (i.e. solutions) rather than generating paper-based
deliverables and enforcing the observance of a set of relatively inflexible rules.

• Much greater emphasis should be given to projects (and roadmaps) which generate genuine European
added-value or demonstrate a truly European scale of impact.
• SMEs should be seen as fully-fledged drivers of innovation and employment, which they undoubtedly
have been over the past two decades. They should now be leading innovation projects, rather than
being “also-rans” or side-kicks” in large project consortia, often dominated by big companies and academic institutions.
• Groups of SMEs should be able to collaborate in Integrated Projects to deliver European-scale innovative products, services, and processes. There is clearly no shortage of innovation in Europe, but there is
a desperate lack of truly of European-scale innovation that is competitive on a global scale. These projects should not need to be managed by (large) players, with their own agenda, simply because they satisfy the rules for financial viability in project coordination.
• Fundamental research projects should be evaluated by a mix of researchers (fundamental and applied),
while applied research projects should be evaluated by innovators and innovation projects should be
evaluated by potential users/consumers of the innovation (i.e. apply the value-chain model and ensure
that the “customer” evaluates at each stage of the process).
• Projects should be managed by professional project managers.
• “Dissemination”, particularly in projects with an emphasis on development (D) and innovation (I),
should be handled by professional communicators.
• “Exploitation” should be treated as more than just lip-service (though this should not be an issue any
more once innovators are in the driving seat of innovation projects).
• Powerful support actions involving stakeholder clusters should set down R&D&I roadmaps and remain
in place to manage their implementation throughout the duration of the Programme. Clusters of projects ought to be organised specifically to achieve roadmap objectives. Calls for individual projects
should only be organised when the relevant R&D&I roadmap is in place.
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With regard to the procedures and processes of the Programmes which will implement H2020, LT-Innovate
would like to make the following suggestions:

LT-Innovate strongly supports the implementation of the SME Instrument as a critical, core, catalytic and
cohesive component of Horizon 2020 and one that is appropriate for the LT industry, which is mostly made
up of SMEs and holds the potential to bring digital innovation to the market with new users and consumer
models:
• The SME Instrument is critical as it will back promising SMEs which are those societal actors with the
best potential to create and develop new sustainable economic and societal value and jobs across
Europe.
• The share of EU research funding allocated to SMEs should match their economic weight and future
importance. Therefore, the SME Instrument should be a core and dedicated instrument with appropriate budget allocations ring fenced for the next 6 years (2014-2020). To attract innovative SMEs, it is
essential that the Instrument is radically simpler, faster and more efficient than the traditional research
grant instruments.
• The SME Instrument can be truly catalytic, leveraging not only other EU, national or regional instruments but also private initiatives and investments across the EU, including different complementary
types of investors (public and private, international and local, formal and informal, corporate and independent, individual and institutional, …).
Finally, there is a plausible fear that outsourcing the management of project funding programmes to external agencies will result in an increased disconnect between high-level policy objectives pursued by the
European Commission and the projects that are actually funded. Instead of decentralising (and in many cases
bureaucratising) project funding, the EC should harness and concentrate project funding to deliver on its
major policy goals in a much more targeted and determined manner than hitherto. This would require tight
control and coordination between policy goals, funding instruments, R&I roadmaps and individual projects.
In the same spirit, the EC should further consider shifting much of its project funding to tendering procedures.

Coordinating public procurement and making it more accessible for SMEs
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LT-Innovate would welcome efforts to make public procurement more effectively accessible for SMEs. This
may entail a change in the prevailing mentalities (rather than inapplicable regulations), when it comes to
assessing the “risk” involved in sourcing procurement from SMEs. The European Commission may, for example, want to consider coordinating the procurement of Europe-wide public services for a variety of institutions by opening a one-stop-shop for pooled European procurement. This could create a considerable incentive for market players to develop solutions on a European scale that might in the longer run have a positive
impact on standardisation.

Launching a ‘Europe Co-Investment Fund for Innovation’
LT-Innovate would encourage the European Commission to consider creating a ‘Europe Fund for Innovation’,
inspired by existing mechanisms (such as the European Investment Bank loans for SMEs) to support coinvestments in technology deployment projects. This Fund could be directly accessible by SMEs that have
previously been engaged in successful European innovation projects. It would offer subsidised, insured loans
to (groups of) SMEs prepared to (jointly) launch and market (portfolios of) products and services on a
European scale and willing to invest in these projects themselves or with the participation of external
investors. This could have a highly positive effect on helping innovative SMEs to overcome the psychological,
cultural and regulatory barriers of collaborating (with potential “competitors”!) and “going abroad”. The LT
industry could serve as a pilot target group for experimentation by such a co-investment Fund.
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Encouraging the “Europeanisation” of mature SMEs
There has been a lot of talk about Europe lacking the “VC spirit” or the kind of environment That can generate successful start-ups. This is obviously an on-going problem, but any solution will be conditional on venture capitalists having to deal with fragmented European markets. These VC companies still consider their
investment targets as belonging to separate national markets, rather than to Europe as a whole.
There are many mature SMEs in most European countries that have the capacity to expand internationally,
but hesitate for a variety of reasons, the most important being that there is no real incentive to seek adventure in our risk-averse continent. While recognising the important steps forward in this direction already initiated by DG Enterprise (e.g. DG Enterprise, Promoting international activities of SME), LT-Innovate believes
that the European Commission, as the main driver of European integration, could be much more pro-active
in encouraging the “Europeanisation” of such mature SMEs, and help them overcome the psychological, cultural, economic, regulatory and fiscal hurdles that come with cross-border expansion.
This could be achieved by applying a variety of tools. Here are just a few examples:
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• The above mentioned “Europe Co-investment Fund for Innovation”.
• The launch of a “European Champions” programme to highlight successful cases of “Europeanisation”
and provide tool kits, “recipes”, matchmaking services and practical advice in support of
“Europeanisation”.
• A “hot line” enabling SMEs to report on administrative and regulatory barriers that are incompatible
with EU law and obtain concrete support from the European Commission in overcoming them.
• More systematic and sustained support for SME organisations that act as key catalysts at European
level. SMEs have to get organised collectively so as to acquire critical mass and make a difference. Their
support organisations therefore play a critical role in this regard. Yet, most European SME organisations
are chronically underfunded.
The European Commission’s Communication on Small Business, Big World — a new partnership to help
SMEs seize global opportunities is a good starting point and should be implemented as a matter of priority.
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